


technologies. Two recent examples high-
light the extent of Yokohama’s commitment
to innovation.

The first is readily apparent in the newest
generation of winter tires available to
Canadians. Yokohama engineers’ research
helped identify the danger zone when tem-
peratures are between minus 6 degrees C and
0 degrees C — the temperature when a thin
film of water forms between the tire and ice,
and creates some of the most difficult driving
conditions. That, in turn, prompted the devel-
opment of features for dealing with that water
like the shelled micro-bubbles and absorptive
carbon flakes used in the compound of the
new Yokohama Ice Guard IG 20 automobile
winter tires, and the Yokohama Geolandar I/T
G072 winter tires for light trucks and SUVs.

The development of “nanotechnology”
has also been a focus for the company. Nano -
tech nology refers to components engineered
at one nanometre or less, which is one bil-

lionth of a metre. This process involves a chemi-
cal reaction that combines elements like silica
with polymers in a highly controlled manner, and
yields a tread compound of extreme flexibility,
high grip and great durability. The tight, chemi-

cal bonding of the elements results in a dense
tread compound that enhances contact area 5 to
10 per cent without increasing tread size.

BRAND VALUES
Stated simply, Yokohama’s brand is based on
delivering the ultimate performance from an
environmentally sustainable base. The company’s
design, engineering and manufacturing efforts
successfully serve those twin masters by deploy-
ing the same passionate innovation that has
driven the company forward for 90 years.

innovation has also come through the creation
of ADVAN tires for use by prestige automo-
bile manufacturers on some of the world’s
finest cars. Enthusiasts understand that when
Yokohama ADVAN tires have been selected
for use on high-performance cars from Audi,
Bentley, Lexus, Lotus and Porsche, they have
impeccable performance qualifications.

But there are performance achievements
far from the race track that also resonate
with consumers. Yokohama was the first
Japanese tire manufacturer to be granted ISO
9001 certification in recognition of a quality-
assurance model in design, development,
manufacture, installation and related serv-
ices. Yokohama tires were also ranked high-
est in customer satisfaction among car and
light van owners replacing their tires in the
inaugural JD Power survey in 2001.

On the engineering side, Yokohama was
also the first tire manufacturer to incorporate
nanotechnology in the manufacturing of tires
with the introduction of the ADVAN Sport in 2006.

The company’s contribution to improving the
environment ranks as one of its most important
achievements. Since 1990, Yokohama has commit-
ted to lowering greenhouse gas emissions as part of
the manufacturing pro cess. As of 2007, emissions
have been reduced by 8.2%, surpassing the 6% goal
set out in the Kyoto Protocol. As part of a global ini-
tiative leading up to the 100th anniversary of the
company, Yokohama continues to search for new
and innovative methods to create environmentally

friendly products. One such innovation is the devel-
opment of a new tire that uses Super Nanopower
Rubber, a new compound comprising natural rub-
ber combined with orange oil, resulting in a product
that improves the usage of non-petroleum-based
resources to 80% of the total raw materials. 

HISTORY
Established in Japan in 1917, Yokohama Rubber
Company gained a toe-hold in a fiercely compet-
itive marketplace by finding openings for innova-
tion in Japan’s growing industrial infrastructure.
During the early years, one of the company’s
most successful products was the cord tire, which
was three times more durable than the standard

tires of the day manufactured with fabric like
canvas. A culture of innovation was born.

The company’s development paralleled Japan’s
industrial growth through the 1950s and 1960s, as
it expanded into the production of belts, hoses and
rubber coatings. The aircraft industry further
expanded the company’s engineering and produc-
tion base as it created fuel cells, structural adhe-
sives and aircraft tires. New marine, industrial and
sporting goods products added to the company’s
design and manufacturing expertise as well as to its
size and scope. International expansion put
Yokohama into competition with the world largest
tire-makers, where it has placed a heavy emphasis
on its research and development capability, and its
particular skill at producing products that compete
at the top of their product categories.

Today, the company operates state-of-the-art
production centres in Japan, Asia and North
America, and maintains a sales network covering
the world. To meet the growing needs of the
North American marketplace, the company estab-
lished Yokohama Tire (Canada) Inc. as a separate
Canadian presence in 1984. 

THE PRODUCT
Its commitment to the high-technology, high-
performance tires in the ADVAN line results in
benefits for the Yokohama tires that compete
effectively in the market for replacement tires for
regular cars and light trucks. In the enormously
competitive auto market, a new line called .drive
(S.drive summer tires and W.drive winter tires)
brings some of the latest Yokohama innovation to
the mass market. The AVID line of passenger car
tires provides the reliability and durability that
drivers have come to expect from a tire but with-
out compromising the performance they expect
from Yokohama.

The Yokohama Geolandar line for light trucks
and SUVs is another success story, with products
that span the market from industry-leading 
winter tires to comfortable and capable all-season
tires to rugged tires for off-road use.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
The tire industry has become a relentless race 
to develop, perfect and commercialize new 
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❍ The Yokohama ADVAN AC Y-255 tire is a
specialized radial tire for aircraft like the
new Boeing 777-300, developed in response
to the need for tires with enhanced durabil-
ity and reduced weight.

❍ Yokohama manufactures a line of golf
equipment under the PRGR brand.

❍ The drinking and waste water tanks for the
new Airbus A380 are testament to both
Yokohama’s long history in the aircraft
industry and expertise in the field of rigid
molded plastics.

THINGS YOU DIDN’T KNOW ABOUT
YOKOHAMA
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